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Cal Poly Foundation 
employee, wife killed in 
Honduran plane crash
Apodaca was 'real 
friend, dedicated'
By Steve Harmon
Managing Editor
Cal Poly Foundation employee 
Eduardo Apodaca, 49. and his 
wife, Maria, SO, were killed 
Saturday when the plane they 
were passengers on crashed into 
a hillside about 20 miles from 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Apodaca was on assignment 
with the Cal Poly Foundation —> 
the university’s fund-raising 
department — working with the
□ 8Mr«latadatory,pag«6
U.S. Agency for International 
Development to help develop 
schoolbooks for H onduran 
children.
He was also helping to create 
videos, slideshows and manuals 
to assist college professors and 
other instructors in teaching.
The Tan-SAHSA Flight 414 
Honduran jet carrying 164 peo­
ple broke apart in the air and 
crashed in flames Saturday as it 
prepared to land. As many as 
144 people — 15 of whom were
Eduardo Apodaca
Americans — were feared dead, 
ofHcials said. The plane was on 
route from San Jose. Costa Rica, 
to Managua, Nicaragua.
Apodaca was assigned in May 
1988 to develop a contract that 
coordinated work between the 
Cal'Poly Foundation and the In­
te rn a tio n a l  In s t i tu te  fo r 
Research and the U.S. AID. He 
had been employed with Cal Poly 
since 1973.
His job required that he travel 
frequently between Honduras 
See APODACA, page 6
Poly grad dies following 
2-year battle with AIDS
Wagner was first 
student diagnosed 
with fatal disease
By Steve Harmon
Managing EdHor _____
Cal Poly graduate Ronald 
Wagner, diagnosed as the uni­
versity’s first student with 
AIDS in 1987, died Friday at 
Ahimsa Hospice in Laguna 
Beach. CaUf. He was 24.
Nancy Waugh, his girlfriend, 
said Wagner had been in and out 
of the hospital for the past six 
months but that he fought a hard 
battle against the deadly syn­
drome. He will be buried this 
weekend in Denver, where his 
family resides.
**He didn’t give up even 
though he was diagnosed half 
way through his university 
career.”  said Waugh, a 1987 Cal 
Poly graphics communication 
graduate. ” He could have given 
up and dropped out of school like 
so many do, but he kept in school 
andexceUed.”
Monoid Wognor In Juno 1M8 ol
Wagner was an aeronautical 
engineering student who gradu­
ated with honors in 1988 with a 
3.96 OPA.
Doral Sandlin, head of the 
a e ro n a u tic a l  e n g in e e rin g  
department, said Wagner was an 
Sm  WAGNER, page 5
And now 
a word...
Do TV ads under­
estimate our intel­
ligence? Reporter 
Cyndi Smith thinks so.
T. SHANE OILMANIMuaUng Dally
As bus rldorshlp has Ineroasad this yoar, so has ovarerowding on many of tha morning routas.
Early morning bus riders 
complain of overcrowding
Passengers often exceed 72-person max
By Nadya WUliams
suwwmw___________
C
Students riding the city 
buses to early morning classes 
have often felt like sardines in 
a can.
By the time certain routes — 
especially No. 4 — approach 
campus, every available seat 
nd standing space is taken, 
tudents complained. Over­
crowding has also plagued 
routes 1 and 2 during the peak 
hours between 8 and 9 a.m. 
and 3 and 4 p.m.
*Tve beoi on Route 4 when 
s tu d e n ts  from  V alenc ia  
A partm ents (on Ramona 
Street) and Stenner Glen (on 
Santa Rota Street) have Tilled 
the bus beyond its capacity,” 
said sociology major Kathiyn 
Robbins. "One morning I 
heard the driver say on his 
ra d io  th a t  he had  90 
passengers.”
The maximum number of 
passengers that the large 35- 
foot buses can legally carry is 
72, according to Nancy 
Knofler, the city’s transit 
manager.
Knofler said that no drivers
have reported serious over­
crowding to her office.
She said she sees no real 
danger on the buses at present 
and feels that students, being 
mostly "younger, able-bodied 
passengers,” have no problems 
standing for the last few 
minutes of the ride to campus.
A city bus driver, who 
wishes to remain anonymous, 
recently expressed his con­
cerns about overcrowding.
" If a driver carries that 
many people (more than 72). 
it’s my understanding that he 
or she is responsible if cited by 
the highway patrol,”  he said. 
’C arrying more than 72 
passengers could be a real 
disaster, especially with an in­
experienced ^ river.”
Knofler said that tandem 
buses run behind the regular 
ones twice each morning, 
Monday through Thursday, on 
Route 1 from City Hall down 
Mill Street to Poly and on 
Route 4 from Ramona Street 
to the campus to accommodate 
extra riders.
The City Council has 
allocated $50,(X)0 to hire a 
consultant to study the entire
bus system and come up with 
recommendations for change, 
she added. The city’s four 
routes have not been changed 
for several years.
Knofler cautioned that the 
change process is slow. First, 
proposals must be made and 
approved by several organiza­
tions and committees, then the 
budget process must be com­
pleted.
A federal grant is needed to 
buy a new bus, an 18-month 
process alone, she added. Leas­
ing a bus is a much quicker op­
tion.
Joe Risser, the campus 
liaison with SLO Transit, said 
overcrowding was inevitable as 
the popularity of the buses has 
increased steadily since free 
use for students began three 
years ago.
He suggested that buses run 
to school every 15 minutes in­
stead of the present half hour, 
he said.
Risser, who is chair of the 
Mass Transit Advisory Com­
mittee, said nearly 290,000 
students rode city buses last 
Fiscal year, a steady increase of 
Sec Buses, page 5
Make a run for 
the border...
Although, the border of 
the Taco Bell on Santa 
Rosa will soon change.
To where? Find out.
Rampant
Racism
A former L.A. 
policeman describes 
his firsthand 
experience.
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Editorial
Not enough buses for demand
What’s blue and white and looks like a can of human sardines? 
Why, it’s a SLO Transit bus on its way to Cal Poly at 8 and 9 on 
weekday mornings.
Students who have been relying on public transportation this 
quarter have encountered new meanings to the phrases ’’move to 
the back of the bus” and ’’just a little more,” in true Cal Poly 
learn-by-doing form.
It hasn’t been uncommon for the bus drivers to repeat these 
phrases until students are practically sitting on laps and literally 
stepping on toes. And pay no attention to the set maximum bus 
capacity of 72; if lOO-plus can put up with each other, then the 
bus company has one less reason for running additional buses.
Routes I. 2 and 4 service the campus and make figure-eight 
loops with City Hall at the center, so students only have one 
chance an hour to catch a bus headed in Cal Poly’s direction.
Laidlaw, the contractor that operates SLO Transit, should be 
complimented for keeping buses mostly on time. But the com­
pany’s failure to respond adequately to the need for additional 
buses is inconvenient at best, down-right dangerous at worst.
The inconveniences of not being able to sit, sleep or study on 
the bus and the inability of shorter individuals to reach the 
overhead bars are nuisances students can deal with. But running 
buses when some people are standing in front of the yellow safety 
line with their noses flattened against the windshield and others 
are pressed up against the doors is unsafe. What if a bus were in 
an accident and caught on fire? Would people be able to untangle 
themselves fast enough to get out?
It’s true that the system doesn’t exist solely for the students’ 
convenience and should obviously service the greater community 
as well. But if students are willing to use the bus and help 
minimize San Luis Obispo’s air pollution and Cal Poly is willing 
to subsidize the cost of student riders, the city should encourage 
this by seeing needs of bus riders are met.
According to SLO Transit’s Operations Manager Chris 
Greenman, bus ridership is 20 percent higher than last year, and 
with winter’s rain and colder weather, more students may opt to 
leave their bikes at home and take refuge in a warm, dry bus. So 
the problem will probably get worse before it gets any better.
In response to the over-crowding of buses on Routes 1 and 4 in 
the mornings, Laidlaw has been running some buses in tandem. 
But it’s not uncommon for both buses to fill up before reaching 
campus, according to Gary Howell, a Laidlaw supervisor.
Nancy Knofler, city transit manager, said the City Council has 
authorized funds to study the city’s transportation patterns 
beginning January 1990. Then if the city decides to buy addi­
tional buses through a federal grant process, they would be 
ordered next September and take 18 months to get.
A solution is needed now, since the city’s six buses are ob­
viously unable to handle the demand during peak periods. 
Enough buses should be leased to seat patrons during those 
hours until the study is completed and other options considered.
OPINION POLICY
Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Mustang 
Daily editorial board. Signed columns and commentaries express 
the views of their authors and are not necessarily representative 
of the editorial board’s majority opinion.
Ads insult public’s intelligence
Lately I’ve almost been afraid 
to watch the television. Not 
because of the hours I’ll spend 
rotting my brain or because of 
the depressing things I’ll see on 
network news. But because of 
the commercials.
It seems as if advertisers feel 
they can’t sell a product these 
days without insulting the 
public’s intelligence. Don’t get 
me wrong: I don’t mind having 
my intelligence insulted by wat­
ching such shows as ’’Married 
With Children,” ’’Just The Ten 
of Us” and ’’Out of This World.”
At least I can choose whether or not to watch these 
shows. But boy do I get mad when I’m getting 
really into ”60 Minutes,” my mind pondering the 
plight of the homeless or the fate of a dictator of 
some small country, and my whole train of thought 
is interrupted by one of those new ’’yuppie” com­
mercials for Kool-Aid.
Yuppie commercials are perhaps the most in­
sulting of all commercials. You know the ones. 
They feature groups of either families or married 
couples sitting around a table talking about some­
thing completely unrelated to the product. 
Boyfriends and orange juice? Traffic signs and 
jeans? BMX bikes and drink mix? Somehow these 
are just not normal correlations for my brain to 
make. Am I supposed to work up an appetite for 
pancake syrup when the whole commercial is 
centered around the dog? Maybe I’m wrong, but I 
think most people would rather hear about the 
features of a new car than watch a car commercial 
featuring a fat man eating doughnuts and talking 
about his family.
And then there’s the mysterious realm of the 
feminine hygiene commercials. From these ads, 
men must have the impression that women around 
the world have secret, feminine-bonding conversa­
tions about tam pons and 
douches. Well, men, here’s the 
truth — WE DON’T! If I were to 
call up my mom and tell her I 
just haven’t felt fresh lately, 
she’d either (a) hang up on me, (b) 
tell me to take a shower or (c) 
send me some deodorant, but 
definitely not (d) launch into a 
two minute speech about the vir­
tues of douching.
Then, there’s that special breed 
of commercials we on the Central 
Coast are privileged enough to 
see — the “ SLO mades.” SLO- 
made commercials always look 
like they’ve been filmed in a warehouse out on 
South Higuera and sound like they’ve been
recorded at the bottom of Laguna Lake. I can even 
picture the creation of some of these commercials. 
Local proprietors who’ve had one too many are 
sitting around the bar at Bull’s; suddenly one
yells,” Hey, let’s make a commercial!” They grab 
the nearest two Cal Poly students, rustle up a 
camera and PRESTO — a SLO made. It’s hard lo 
take a product seriously when the person selling it 
is in your 8 a.m. statistics class. You see him on 
television saying, “ I love my new BMW!” Then, 
you see him later that day pulling out of the R-2 
parking lot in a VW Bug.
Gone are the days of “ two all beef patties, 
special sauce, lettuce, cheese, pickles, onions on a 
sesame seed bun.” Now we have a man in a french 
fry suit pretending to be a credit representative. 
Instead of “ Snap, Crackle, Pop,” it’s oat bran, oat 
bran, oat bran.
So, graphic arts and business majors and anyone 
else thinking about going into advertising, please 
think twice the next time you come up with the 
newest Noid, Spuds Mackenzie, or Windex Streak 
Monster; or another meaningless conversation 
captured on film. Give us a little more credit.
Letters to the Editor
Comparison false 
in pure race piece
Editor — I’m writing in response 
to the commentary about Plann­
ed Parenthood (’’Pure race 
movement alive in U.S.,” Oct. 
18). In the column, Matthew 
Wisbey com pared Planned 
Parenthood with the Nazis and 
Margaret Sanger with Adolf 
Hitler. I was appalled at the 
comparison! Granted, Sanger’s 
motives may not have been the 
purest in heart, but Planned 
Parenthood has become a neces­
sary part of our society.
Although the comparison at 
first glance may seem acceptable, 
Wisbey failed to recognize one 
major difference that makes the 
comparison invalid. When Hitler 
was trying to exterminate the 
Jews, gypsies and homosexuals, 
he never asked them if they 
wanted to die. The victims of 
Hitler had no choice. In case you
haven’t noticed, no one is poin­
ting guns at Planned Paren­
thood, or any other establish­
ment performing abortions. The 
people who go there have the 
freedom of choice.
Planned Parenthood is pro­
viding a service for people who 
want it, people who cannot afford 
to have a baby e ith er 
economically or emotionally. This 
country is known throughout the 
world for the freedom we have. It 
saddens me to see this country 
turn into a bunch of hypocrites.
Sieve Sheldon
Animal Science
Agency exists for 
family planning
Editor — This letter is in regard 
to the Oct. 18 column (’’Pure race 
movement alive in U.S.” ). The 
author seemed to be telling the 
reader Planned Parenthood was
based on Hitler’s ideologies, and 
thus anyone in need/support of 
this organization is Nazi-like.
Planned Parenthood and fami­
ly planning in general is a right 
deserved by all, but it’s treated 
as a privilege for the wealthy. Do 
you realize California’s lost 
almost all of its funding for fami­
ly planning this year? So don’t 
tell me it’s a plan to knock off 
minorities.
A Hispanic woman goes in for 
post-natal care and wants birth 
control because she doesn’t want 
to have any more children. All 
they can tell her is, "Sorry, but 
we don’t have the funds to see 
you here.” Yet the middle-class, 
WASP woman goes to a private 
doctor and is taken care of.
Planned Parenthood exists for 
all, especially the poor and 
minorities who can’t afford 
private doctors.
Lisa Whelan
Mathematics
] Commentary
Santa Cruz: Coming to terms with destruction
We’ve had a flood, a fire... 
and now, the earthquakeBy Stewart McKenzie
WAS BORN in 1968, and 1 have lived in Santa 
Cruz County since 1969. Up until 1986, when I 
came to Cal Poly, I considered myself a resident 
of Santa Cruz.
I watched Santa Cruz change from a small 
town, much like San Luis Obispo, to a small 
metropolis. Bedroom for San Jose, “ hippie” 
town, college town, tourist trap, what have you. 
The diversity of the city made it unique. Something happened a week 
ago today to add to its uniqueness.
The last 10 years have been hard on this town 160 miles north of 
SLO. In 1982, it rained 13 inches in one day, causing huge mudslides 
and killing 25 people. A fire whipped through the mountains nearby in 
1985, charring 12,000 acres and causing $12 million in property dam­
age. And now a major earthquake. What next — a famine?
Last Tuesday, as 1 endlessly watched the tube for news, it was ap­
parent how the latest disaster differed. In those other catastrophes, 
Santa Cruz got fairly good coverage on television and in the papers. 
This time, TV cancelled most of its regular programming. The 
headlines practically screamed at you, even in the stodgy old Los 
Angeles Times.
I went to Santa Cruz last weekend, wondering what I’dfind. Did 
anyone 1 know get hurt? What’s been damaged? All the way up 
Highway 101, I was paranoid. I watched the road for cracks, changes Th« ruins of Roborts, a l«ath«r goods stora, and Shocklay’s Jawalars on tha Pacific Qardan Mall In Santa Cruz
in the alignment, things like that. The first real indicator came in Salinas, where an
old hotel had partially collapsed. There was more to follow.
Arriving in Santa Cruz, things appeared normal. There was only one major detour 
on Highway 1. In places, the freeway seemed to have wobbled, but I wasn’t sure if it 
had always been that way. I couldn’t put my fìnger on it.
That was the weird part — the subtlety. The destruction from the 1982 flood was 
obvious, and in places, complete. This time, everything looked just the way it* always 
has, but something was definitely wrong. Traffic was light. A collapsed chimney here, 
a broken window there. Everybody had his own story. •
Fortunately, my folks were not home when the quake struck at 5:04 p.m. ÒctV 17. If 
so, they probably would have been cut to ribbons. Everything fell — dishes, cups, 
cans, pictures on the wall, food in the refrigerator, an entire Encyclopedia Brittancia 
set. Our television set fell, putting a big munch in the top, right corner, but it still 
worked. Otherwise, our house was fine. We were pretty lucky.
My friend’s house near the Highway 17 summit wasn’t so lucky. His family lives 
just off the four-lane highway connecting San Jose and Santa Cruz, and is located 
about two miles from the epicenter. Their house is still standing — barely.
The walls bounced around, but for some reason had landed squarely back on the
foundation — you can see half of a magazine peeping out from under one of the walls. 
A water heater fell over; their wood stove was destroyed; a gazebo built imo their 
deck had totally collapsed. Their barn/garage next to the house was partially off the 
foundation, and everything inside — tools, a ping pong table, shelves, a machine 
press — was tossed around like matchsticks. And, scariest of all, their propane tank 
started sliding down a hill but was stopped by the piping. Luckily, it didn’t rupture.
• No one was hurt, but when I saw them on Saturday, they still looked dazed. I felt 
like an intruder.
Highway 17 looked like the moon. Cracks were everywhere. The cemept median 
barrier was crumbled in places. In two places, the land was so unstable that CalTrans 
was planning to dynamite. They say the road will be open again in three weeks, but I 
consider that optimistic.
• But what was most disturbing was downtown Santa Cruz. In a county of 220,0001 
the Pacific Garden Mall was the core. It was the cultural, shopping and people-wat­
ching center of town. It was where all the bums, hippies, punks, artists, students, 
tourists and shoppers came together. This eight-block section of Pacific Avenue was 
also the historical backbone. Many buildings were built at the turn of the century and 
gave a sense of place to local residents. They breathed life into just another California
city. Those buildings gave one 
historical perspective.
And now, they’re history.
Because 1 had media creden­
tials, I was allowed to walk past 
police lines and see the devasta­
tion. The group I was with walk­
ed down the center of the street 
because buildings could simply
collapse due to walking on the
sidewalk. As we walked, it seem­
ed too quiet and still. And final.
I wa.< flooded with memories as 
I walked by the crumbling struc­
tures. I ate pizza at Pizza My
Heart. I went on my first date at 
Old Theatre Cafe. I watched jazz 
at the Cooper House. 1 read and 
drank coffee behind Bookshop 
Santa Cruz. Those buildings, and 
more, have been “ red-tagged” — 
scheduled for demolition.
As the group continued to take 
pictures, I felt like an an­
thropologist, out on a dig, study­
ing how some ancient civilization 
lived. These were their stores, 
their routines, their culture — 
and mine.
Though things look basically 
normal, I know Santa Cruz is 
forever changed. Thank God only 
five people died, but something 
else died there in the earthquake 
that the floods and fire didn’t 
wipe away.
It destroyed its soul.
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Library offers $100 for best card catalog design
By Ken A. Forkus
Staff Writer
Cal Poly s Kennedy Library is 
offering $100 cash to one very 
creative student.
A contest to design a logo and 
name for the new Online Catalog 
began Oct. 20 and will end Nov. 
20.
The Online Catalog puts the 
old card catalog onto computers. 
This new system will be much
more efficient and precise in 
locating material in the library.
The new system will be runn­
ing at the start of the winter 
quarter.
In addition to the $100 first 
prize, five honorable mention 
w in n ers  w ill get p la s tic  
"copicards,” good for $25 worth 
of photocopies in the library.
Copicards allow users to insert 
the card into copiers in the 
library without having to put in
coins. Each has a magnetic strip 
on the backside that counts the 
copies made and deducts it from 
the total amount available on the 
card.
Contestants will be judged on 
creativity, appropriateness - and 
uniqueness.
Paul Adalian, director of the 
library reference room, said “ We 
want the logo to be the final 
logo.”
However, if the art work is not
not
but
of top quality, Adalian added, 
“ We would probably see if the 
person could do a better job.”
This means the contest is 
only for the art majors, 
everyone with an idea.
To qualify, contestants must 
be either a Cal Poly student, 
faculty member or staff member.  ^
Entries can be submitted into 
a computer terminal at the in­
formation desk in the library.
The logo and name will be im-
EIGDrral 
Bookstoie
ONE COUPON PER ITEM 
no cash value
ONE
DOLLAR OFF
WILL HAVE
AN INFORMATION SESSION
AT THE
Eighteen Sixty Five Restaurant
(1865 Monterey St.)
7:30 PM In The Patio 
TOMMOROW EVENING, OCT.25
Wine and Beer Will Be Served
For More Information Contact Sandy Keleher 544-8600
plemented on all library publica­
tions, hand-outs and Online 
computer terminals.
Adalian hopes to have several 
hundred contestants.
“ We have high expectations. 1 
think the students will do good 
work.”
Terminals for the Online 
Catalog will be located on all 
floors of the library, and lessons 
on how to work the system will 
be held in Room 202.
Short
Takes
Poly Homecoming 
has games, dance
This Friday, Oct. 27, look for 
Cal Poly Homecoming’s Laugh 
Olympics from 2 to 4 p.m. on the 
womens softball field. Events in­
clude egg smashing, eat and 
whistle, ice cream sundae build­
ing contest, dress a Mustang and 
water football and triathalon.
Events on Saturday, Oct. 28, 
include the Homecoming Parade 
at 10 a.m. in downtown San Luis 
Obispo; a Tailgating Party from 
12 to 2 p.m. on the campus Clock 
Tower Lawn; a football game. Cal 
Poly vs. UC Davis at 2 p.m. in 
Mustang Stadium; and a ‘Come 
as You Were’ Sock Hop dance at 
9:30 p.m. in Mott Gym.
Also as part of Homecoming 
celebrations, seven former Cal 
Poly students will be honored at 
a banquet in 7 p.m. in Chumash 
Auditorium. The seven are: A1 
Amaral, Christopher Smith, 
Marc Loupe, Alfred “ Colton” 
Qoyawayma, Fred C. Schack, 
Guy Thomas, and Dr. Michael R. 
McGinnis.
Prof signing book 
today at El Corral
Professor emeritus and former 
head of the journalism depart­
ment Loren Nicholson will be 
signing his new book, “ Old Pic­
ture Postcards, A Historic 
Journey Along California’s Cen­
tral C oast,”  at El Corral 
Bookstore from 2 to 4 p.m. to­
day.
The book features the il­
lustrated story of the construc­
tion of Cuesta Grade from 
pioneer trail to the present 
highway, the beginnings of Cal 
Poly and the old tents that made 
up the city of Pismo Beach.
‘SPAN’ to help 
support NASA
The first meeting of a National 
Aeronautics and Space Ad­
ministration support group will 
be today at 7 p.m. in the Cal Poly 
Theatre.
SPAN, the Support and Pro­
motion of the Activities of 
NASA, was created by a NASA 
employee and Cal Poly student. 
Chuck Ryan, after working with  ^
the agency for six years.
“ This has been a long time 
coming,” Ryan said. “ NASA has 
needed a group to coordinate 
some of its things for a long 
time.”
He said the group will take on 
activities that NASA does not 
have the time or just cannot do 
for itself.
□  Send press releases of 
events to Short Takes, 
Mustang Daily, Graphic Arts 
226, Cal Poly, San Luis 
Obispo. Ca. 93407 □ __________
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Cases of genital warts increase in last 5 
years; lesions are contagious, ugly, painful
By June Thompson
Staff Writer
Genital warts are ugly, said 
James Nash, director of student 
health services at Cal Poly.
“ Our regular staff of doctors 
and nurse practitioners have seen 
hundreds of cases of human 
papillomavirus (HPV), commonly 
known as venereal warts,” Nash 
said. “ The number of cases seen 
at the health center has been in­
creasing over the last five years, 
but I couldn’t tell you why.”
This reflects the increase in 
HPV infection throughout the 
nation and in foreign countries, 
he added.
The evaluation and manage­
ment of HPV disease has been 
addressed at the last three an­
nual meetings of the American 
College Health Association, 
Nash said. At the 1988 ACHA 
meeting, Henry W. Buck of the 
University of Kansas said that 
the “ incidence of infection in­
creased over 500 percent in the 
past 15 years, 10 percent in 
women and about 6 percent in 
men.”
However, “ i t ’s not an 
epidemic,” Nash said. ‘‘We 
haven’t had an epidemic of any 
disease on campus in years.”
Nash said “The great bulk of 
HPV is transmitted sexually. 
But it certainly is possible to 
catch the virus in other ways, 
such as borrowing clothes (ie. 
underclothes and pajamas). The 
old toilet seat story is true, in 
this case. Also, a pregnant 
mother can transmit the disease 
to her baby.”
However, Nash said that hot 
tubs and public washing 
machines do not seem to be a 
factor.
He said that warts • may be 
present in the mouth and on 
other areas of the body. A person 
may have one wart or many. 
Some develop warts after ex­
posure to the virus, although not 
always.
Genital warts may sometimes 
show up on a Pap smear, though 
that isn’t necessarily a given. 
Also, some, but not all, are pre- 
cancerous. Some respond to one 
treatment but most do not.
“ Over 50 types of HPV have
New British beer guide says its OK 
to label brews as ‘urinous, skunky’
LONDON (AP) — If a beer 
tastes like a wet dog, beer lovers 
should know it, according to a 
new guide to British brews.
But if it has “ a clean, crystal 
malt palate with more than a 
hint of Seville oranges about it,” 
that, too, should be stated out 
loud without fear of sounding 
like a wine snob, says the Good 
Beer Guide.
The guide, published Monday 
by the Campaign for Real Ale, 
aims to go beyond the time- 
honored but undiscerning re­
quest for “ a pint of bitter, 
please” and put a touch of class 
into the beer-drinking vocabu­
lary.
Among terms appearing in the 
guide is “ wet dog,” as in: “ Light, 
dry and hoppy, often with an ex­
cellent finish, but can suffer from 
a lack of any particular aroma, or
smell a little sulphury like a wet 
dog.”
That description is applied to a 
Kentish brew, one of 342 beers 
described in the guide.
Other terms include marzipan, 
rancid, spicy and worty.
Then there is “ Tom Cat” — 
any brew with a “ pungently 
urinous, skunky” flavor.
The campaign, which fights for 
regional brews against the in­
roads of the lager industry, says 
it didn’t ask its tasters to go so 
far as to swill their samplings 
and spit them out, as wine 
tasters do.
But its tasters attended train­
ing sessions to educate their pal­
ates, and approached the job like 
wine experts, sniffing first and 
sometimes nibbling bread to 
refresh their taste buds when 
moving to another brew.
WAGNER
From page 1
‘‘exceptional, very bright stu­
dent. He was the brightest in the 
senior class last year.”
Wagner was working with 
McDonnell Douglas in Long 
Beach as an engineer. Waugh 
said the company hired Wagner 
knowing he had AIDS.
Wagner was diagnosed as hav­
ing ARC, Aids Related Complex, 
in 1987 by Dr. Michael Perry of 
the Cal Poly Health Center after 
having complained of a sore 
throat.
Wagner, in a May 12, 1988 
Mustang Daily article on AIDS 
that featured him and his 
girlfriend, said that Perry exam­
ined him and then asked about 
his medical history. Perry “ knew 
right away what the problem 
might be,” Wagner said.
Wagner traced the AIDS in­
fection back to 1985 when he had 
his wisdom teeth pulled. Since he 
was a hemophiliac (a blood 
disorder that prevents blood 
from clotting) Wagner had to 
have blood during the operation.
That blood was contaminated 
with the AIDS virus.
Waugh said Wagner was not 
bitter about the disease, that he 
did not blame anyone.
“ In those days nobody knew,” 
Waugh said.
In the earlier interview Wagner 
said he was fearful that not only 
he, but his girlfriend might have 
it.
She has been tested and the 
results have been negative.
At the time, Wagner said, “ I 
really want to tell people that it 
happens to normal people.”
Waugh said she will miss him, 
that “ he was great.”
BUSES
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about 10 percent each year.
“ Ridership is always heavier at 
the beginning of the quarter,” 
Risser said. “ But as the weather 
changes, that is if we get rain 
and as it gets darker earlier, 
ridership should also increase,” 
Risser said.
Risser said that each spring he 
publicizes an open forum on 
campus to receive student input 
and recommendations, but few 
people show up. An all-day 
survey was taken last June on all
city buses to assess public opi­
nion on the service. This resulted 
in the extension of Route 4 
through the summer months and 
in changes in the inter-city 
routes.
Both Risser and Knofler en­
courage students to voice their 
complaints and suggestions by 
calling the SLO Transit office.
“ Overall, compared to many 
other cities, I think that San 
Luis Obispo’s public transporta­
tion system is very efficient and 
effective,” Knofler said.
been identified,” Nash said.
“ It’s important to see a doctor 
for an examination if exposed to 
HPV. But not the next morn­
ing.” He said the incubation 
period from exposure to appear­
ance of lesions varies from weeks 
to years. This sometimes makes 
it difficult to determine where 
the warts came from.
It’s also important to avoid 
discouragement and to have 
adequate follow up, especially 
when the treatment extends over 
many months. The viruses seem 
to be resistant to everytjiing.
Treatment of venereal warts 
varies from applications of an 
“ ancient chemical from an odd­
ball kind of apple” to freezing the 
areas, or a combination of the 
two, he said. Laser treatment is 
also used.
If not treated, the warts may 
grow, possibly into cancer.
Although there is no totally 
successful method of prevention, 
good health habits help. A 
balanced diet, adequate exercise 
and rest will help the body’s im­
mune system inhibit growth of 
new lesions, Nash said.
F. McLinU)ck’s Solinm
Friday Special 
Fish & Chips 
$4.50
686 Higuera
Upstairs, 1119 Garden St. SLO 543-1843
MON. DINNER Chicken & Fries
TUES. DINNER = Fish & Chips
WED, DINNER HUGE, famous 
Brewery Burger (as seen on TV).
$3.99!
$3.99!
$2.99!
Get 20% O ff 
anything on our 
menu 1-5 pm, 
Mon-FrI! 
With student
HAPPY HOUR & A HALF! 
2 for 1 BEER!
5:30-7pmy Mon-Fri!
We make 
our own 
brew!
HALLOWEEN PARTY — ‘  
SATURDAY OCT. 26 
ALL DAY & NIGHT LONG.
TRY OUR GROUCHO NACHOS»
Brewster, the SLO Brew Turtle^** ©1989 ^
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"Your 
Personal 
Recognition 
Store"
8 0 5 /5 4 3 -6 5 1 4
140(> Broad Street 
San Luis OIjispo. CA 9B401 
corner ol iiroad Pisino
Engraving
Emboidery
IF YOU'RE OLD ENOUGH TO GET 
PREGNANT YOU'RE OLD ENOUGH NOT TO.
For confidential birth control 
and reproductive health care 
information
Call 549-9446
i P  Planned Parenthood
177 Santa Rosa 
San Luis Obispo
TODAY!\
Loren Nicholson
Autographing His New Book:
Old Picture Postcards
2:00PM  - 3 :30PM
a t
El C orral B ookstore
131 dead in Honduran air crash; 
survivor tells of pre-crash horror
Plane ‘shook violently, seemed to plunge’ before accident
TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras 
(AP) — A Boeing 727 shook vio­
lently and seemed to plunge just 
before it crashed in flames into a 
hillside, killing 131 people, a bad­
ly burned survivor said Sunday.
“They told us to put on our 
seatbelts for landing, and then 
suddenly the plane began to 
shake, like air turbulence,” said 
Evenor Lopez, a Honduran 
businessman.
“ But it went on for a long 
time, and we seemed to be de­
scending too rapidly. Some peo­
ple were screaming,” Lopez said 
in an interview.
Investigators from the Na­
tional Air Transportation Safety 
Board arrived Sunday from the 
United States aboard a Coast 
Guard plane and went directly to 
the site of Saturday’s crash.
The plane was operated by the 
Honduran airline TAN-SAHSA.
Authorities said 131 of the 146 
people aboard were killed. U.S. 
Embassy spokesm an Terry 
Kneebone said there were IS 
Americans aboard. Airline of­
ficials said three of the IS sur­
vivors were American.
Mark Jacobs, another embassy 
spokesman, released an in­
complete list of the dead Ameri­
cans, identified as • Eduardo
Apodaca, Maria Ester Apodaca, 
Charles Friederich, Connie 
Montealegre, Charles Kendall 
Morrow, Michael O’Shea, Daniel 
Yurista and Robert Hebb.
He said he did not have their 
ages or hometowns. He said he 
could not identify other U.S. cit­
izens until relatives were 
notified.
The plane’s “ black box’’ 
re c o rd e r  was flow n to 
Washington for analysis, said 
Barry Trotter, leader of the 
Safety Board team.
TAN-SAHSA Flight 414 
crashed Saturday morning on a 
h ill 20 m iles so u th  of 
Tegucigalpa while on a flight 
from San Jose, Costa Rica, with 
a stop in Managua, Nicaragua.
Maj. Alejandro Arguello, 
director of Nicaragua’s civil 
aeronautics, quoted regional air 
controllers as saying the roof of 
the plane tore away before the 
crash.
It was the worst air crash in 
C entral Am erican history . 
Among the dead were the Hon­
duran Minister of Labor, Ar­
mando Blanco Paniagua; and 
Mario Rodriguez Cubero, an aide 
to Costa Rican president Oscar 
Arias.
“ I was asleep, and when I
woke up we were on the ground,” 
said Rosario Ubeda Gonzalez, a 
30-year-old Nicaraguan who runs 
a restaurant in Shreveport, La., 
with her husband.
“ I was buckled into my seat, 
and 1 heard some people helpi. g 
som ebody  beh in d  me. 
Everything was on fire and I 
yelled, ‘Don’t leave me!” ’
Pilot Raul Argueta was one of 
the survivors. Doctors said all 
were in stable condition.
Two Americans, Kurt Shaeffer 
and Eugene Van Dyke, were 
evacuated to U.S. hospitals. 
Jacobs identified Van Dyke as an 
employee of the U.S. Agency for 
International Development in 
Tegucigalpa and said he was 
taken to a burn center at Brooks 
Air Force Base in Texas. i
The hometowns of Shaeffer 
and Van Dyke were not avail­
able.
The other U.S. survivor, 
D eborah  B row ning  of 
Washington, D.C., was being 
treated for a broken ankle and 
burns.
The cause of the crash was still 
not clear.
Speculation centered on the 
plane’s age, more than 20 years, 
and  on bad  w ea th e r at 
Tegucigalpa’s Toncontin airport.
APODACA
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and Costa Rica to pick up sup­
plies, said A1 Amaral, executive 
director of the Cal Poly Founda­
tion.
Maria was a former school­
teacher who had received 
recognition for her teaching.
Amaral said both Eduardo and 
Maria will be missed.
“ He was a great person to 
work with,”  Amaral said. “ He
was a dedicated type of person 
who treated everyone else with 
respect, regardless of their sta­
tion in life. He was a real friend 
you can be sure he’ll be sorely 
missed. Both of them were great 
people.”
Amaral said Apodaca had gone 
on numerous assignments for the 
foundation over the years. 
Apodaca had been director of the 
foundation’s vocational educa­
tion production since 1980. He 
had been on leave from campus 
for about two years.
Amaral said the funeral will be 
in San Luis Obispo. However, he 
did not know when.
The Apodacas are survived by 
their four children: Margaret, 26, 
Sylvia, 20, Eduardo Jr., 19, a Cal 
Poly freshman, and Fernando, 
15.
Make a new run for Santa Rosa and Olive: 
Taco Bell loses lease, moves down street
By Julie Gieringer
s u fi WrIUr
After 22 years at the same 
location, the Taco Bell on Santa 
Rosa Street is scheduled to 
relocate 100 yards down the 
block.
“ We are losing our lease,”  said 
Mitch Wolf, part owner of the 
Taco Bell.
The new location is at the cor­
ner of Santa Rosa and CMive 
streets. Building is scheduled to 
begin next week,*Wolf said.
“ I think the popularity will in­
crease because of the accessibili­
ty (at the new location),” said 
Tom Stenovec, co-owner of the 
Taco Bell.
The new building will be.larger 
and will require hiring additional
employees, Stenovec said.
The late night hours will re­
main the same, said Wolf. The 
only difference will be the addi­
tion of indoor seating.
Seating at the current location 
is limited to a few outdoor tables.
“ We own the property there (at 
the new location),” Wolf said.
“ We can build it pretty fast. 
Taco Bell Corporation is experi­
enced doing this.”
About 90 percent of the 
equipment in the new location 
will be new, but some of the 
equipment will have to be moved 
from the old location. Wolf said.
The equipment transfer to the 
new building may cause Taco 
Bell to be closed for a few hours. 
Wolf said that they will most
likely close on Sunday night to 
accommodate the delay.
The new location is scheduled 
to open the first week in 
January, Wolf said.
“ We’re planning a party,” 
Wolf said. He added that special 
deals, including 1960s prices, will 
be part of the party.
Taco Bell has been at the pres­
ent location on Santa Rosa 
Street since 1%7.
%
Wolf said the Santa Rosa loca­
tion varies in profitability, but it 
is definitely among the best in 
the country.
The current building will most 
likely remain vacant for a few 
months.
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fUC system considers firing rules
f Wants a way to oust its ‘grossly incompetent’ professors
Ì
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) — 
The University of California is 
considering setting guidelines to 
oust grossly incompetent pro­
fessors, but defining the problem 
has met with opposition from 
educators’ interest groups.
“To many faculty, when you 
say something about possibly 
terminating a tenured person, all 
hell breaks loose,” said Richard 
Gable, the UC Davis political 
science professor who headed the 
entire UC system’s faculty coun- 
il last year.
H is to ry  p ro fe s s o r  John  
iHeilbron, chairman of the Facul- 
|ty Senate at UC Berkeley, said 
;ross incompetence “ means that 
(the party is a disaster in the 
:lassroom, has stopped research 
t,^nd just no longer functions as a 
professor.”
A proposal about firing the 
^Igrossly incompetent was ap­
proved by the Faculty Senate at 
’^ ^ C  Berkeley last spring.
Under current UC rules, a pro- 
jjyfessor can be disciplined or fired 
:jtfor plagiarism, taking undue ad- 
<\antage of a student, or a
criminal conviction, among other 
things.
A seven-member panel of UC 
professors is to meet soon on the 
matter. “ It’s unlikely that any 
resolution will be easily for­
thcoming and certainly not 
without considerable study and 
discussion,”  said committee 
chairman Charles Nash, a UC 
Davis chemistry professor.
The review may have been in­
spired by the recent case of 
former UC Santa Barbara 
Chancellor Robert A. Hutten- 
back. He remained on the UC 
payroll as a professor for a year 
a f t e r  his conv ic t i on  for  
embezzlement of university 
funds.
The UC Board of Regents 
suspended his salary in July and 
said Huttenback would be the 
first professor in the history of 
UC to be formally stripped of his 
tenure if he loses court appeals.
Another  reason  for  
establishing gross incompetence 
as a reason for dismissal is the 
UC system’s planned drop of its 
mandatory retirement age of 70 
by the end of 1993. There are
6,700 t enured  p ro f e s so r s  
teaching on the nine UC cam­
puses.
The American Association of 
University Professors said the 
issue could be a threat to aca­
demic freedom.
“ No one is arguing that we 
should just wink at these in­
competent people and carry 
them,” said Jordan Kurland, 
associate general secretary of the 
AAUP. “ But what is needed is 
not a specific procedure. What is 
needed is enough initiative, 
enough gumption to step in and 
deal with an unpleasant situa­
tion.
“ When you start writing 
criteria and procedures to deal 
with the most grossly unfit, it 
just opens the door to have 
another category not quite as 
bad and another category not 
quite as bad as that.”
Tenure critics claim professors 
are certainly scrutinized for 
research work and teaching abil­
ities during the tenure selection, 
but once approval is granted, 
there is little follow-up.
T he M ustang D aily,
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Colombian journalists face 
constant peril from cartels
BOGOTA, Colombia (AP) — 
“ Every time 1 kiss my wife 
and little boy goodbye, 1 hold 
them a little longer and little 
tighter,” a reporter says.
In the last eight years, 45 
employees of Colombia’s news 
media have been murdered, 
eight since the government 
war on cocaine cartels began 
nine weeks ago. Drug gangs 
have blown up two newspapers 
and tried to bomb two radio 
stations.
Every day, in print and on 
the air, the traffickers are fac­
ed with tough editorials and 
reports of police or army raids 
on their ranches, arrests, 
destruction of cocaine labs 
and, by their side, assassina­
tions and bombings.
In the forefront of the battle 
has been the 102-year-old 
Bogota daily El Espectador, 
whose publisher, Guillermo 
Cano, was killed by the drug 
lords two years ago.
The paper called Colombia’s 
congress a pack of cowards 
this month because some 
members favored negotiations 
with the traffickers and op­
posed extraditing Colombians 
to face narcotics charges in the 
United States.
A car bomb exploded outside 
the paper’s office Sept. 2, caus­
ing S2.5 million in damage and 
nearly causing it to close.
Luis Gabriel Cano, brother of 
the slain publisher, said last 
week newspapers in the United 
States and other countries had 
offered $1 million in aid.
He said El Espectador would 
not take gifts, but would ac­
cept the money as a 15-year 
loan free of interest.
Drug traffickers realize 
murder and bombing won’t 
silence El Espectador, and 
they have begun threatening 
advertisers, Cano said, causing 
a decline in advertising volume
“ The threats keep coming by 
telephone,” he said, and many 
of El Espectador’s 1,200 
workers say they have been 
threatened with death.
Gunmen on a motorcycle 
killed two employes Oct. 10 in 
Medellin, base of the most 
notorious cartel. The paper 
closed its Medellin offices and 
Cano said distribution there 
became impossible because of 
threats to delivery boys, 
drivers of delivery trucks and 
even newsstands.
“ It unnerves me every time 1 
hear a motorcycle come up 
behind me,’'  an El Espectador 
columnist said.
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GUEST SPEAKER DON KEEBLE & RON 
BURKE MARKETING RESEARCH!! 
TUES. 11 00 ARCH 225 
ALL MAJORS WELCOME!!
j ^b i o m T u o r s
:a L p o l y  SPACE SYSTEMS NEEDS rou FOR A SPACE SHUTTLE BIO 
EXPERIMENT.
MEETINGS WED 7;00PM Bldg.52 
tOOM E26
Moans and bones 
Halloween Costume Party 
Fri. Oct. 27 9pm-1am 
Cayucos Vet's Hall
NUTRITION CLUB MEETING 
pd 10-25-89 7 30pm AgEng Rm121 
^umpkin carving contest 
and Refreshments Details 543-9472
....f A  . . . I
TOYTECH MOTORSPORTS 
ON AND OFFROAD ACCESSORIES FOR 
DOMESTIC AND IMPORTCLUTCH AND 
ENGINE OVERHAUL.4X4 REPAIR AND 
MAINTENANCE.SUSPENSION LIFTS 
AND LOWERING OPEN TILL 9:00PM 
3595 S HIGUERA ST SLO 543-3935
CLEARANCE SALE 50‘>o off all 1989 
Vttomen's swimwear. The Sea Barn 
Avila Beach Where beach wear is 
a year around business.
SCE
Wad Oct 25.rm 118 Bldg 13 730pm 
Guest speaker, field trip info 
refreshments for all Dont miss it
ISPAN
Support & Promotion for the 
Activities of NASA
ALL MAJORS INTERESTED IN NASA'
1st MEETING 
TUES OCT 24th 7;00pm 
f CAL POLY THEATRE-PARTIES & TRIPS
UND^TOrT o UATE L«W ASSOCIATION‘
First meeting on Oct 26 at 11 00 
Ag Bid rm 216 
All majors welcome 
come check us out
CONGRATULATIONS
ALPHA GAMMA RHO 
LITTLE SISTER PLEDGES 
SIGMA PLEDGE CLASS
WE LOVE YOU! 
DELTA CHI’S
the chartering banquet was a
blast Let s keep up the good 
work Remember we Ve just begun
DO YOU WANNA DANCE?!
CALL KCPR AT 544-4640 AND 
WE LL BRING THE PARTY MACHINE 
TO YOU!
HEY! WE REPAIR
Phones.Walkmen,Clocks,Computers, 
etc .Many fixed for $6 We can come 
to U. Ltd Guarantee DAVE 543-8959
Academic word processing. Rates 
from S2'page Resumes $10. Laser 
printer Marcy 541-4214
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS. CALL 
BONNIE. 543-0520 EVES
Summer management internship 
Interviews now taking place 
Gam valuable experience manag­
ing a team of employees.customers 
and suppliers Successful appli­
cants will undergo extensive 
training Average summer earnings 
range $6-10.000 call ‘studeni 
painters' for information 
1-800-426-6441
Gamma Phi Taus
Great job on the sneak!! Keep 
up the good work!--THE ACTIVES
PROTYPE WORD PROCESSING 
CALL PATTY 544-1783
STEAMBOAT 
Ski Club
Winter Break ski with us
Final Payment due Nov.16 We are in
the UU 10-2 every day.Get Involved!
Warehouse person-Copeland spoils 
distribution center is now accept­
ing applications for part-time 
work hours 4-8pm Mon-Fri.Apply in 
person at 181 Suburban Rd SLO 
between 1 and 5 pm Mon-Fri.
1983 KAWASAKI GPZ550 IDEAL LOCAL 
TRANSPORTATION LOOKS GOOD RUNS 
GOOD $1050 OBO 481-0613
BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO? for Free 
List of all Least Expensive Houses 
+  condos for sale in SLO.Cal!
Steve Nelson 543-8370 +  Leave 
message. Farrell Smyth R/E.
Att: Students! House of Prayer 
Church of SLO-811 El Capitan Way 
Invites U' to our services Xit out 
SUN 9:30am:11:00am&6;30pm Tues 7pm 
Fri Variety Nite Good-Good Music'
Need Trans? Call 541-2107 M-F 9-12 
-|•1-5 or Leave Mess on Sat 5412107
MOUNTAIN BIKE
Jamos Dakota 21 Less than lyr 
old Has had light use 
All Shimanao Deore Components 
U-Lock ?JCL $400 CALL 543-9034
) Are you interested in working 
with senior citizens? Adopt-a- 
Grandparent!!! Call Sam 543-2891 1 0^  l4yi 545-9907 Wb need you'
~  COLLEGE”  ~ 
REPUBLICANS
General Meeting 
Tues 7pm 
UU216
Green Party philosophy today 
Tom Knepher 11am Sci Bldg A-4
HALLOWEEN 5k 7 u N~RUN
Come check It out. Sign up now 
Mon Oct 30 at 4; 15prh Enter by 
4pm Only $7 00. Killer shirts 
Sign up at Rec Sports office 
RUN FOR YOUR LIFE!
Mustang Daily 
Classifieds
HAS A c o n v e n ie n t  DROP BOX 
LOCATED AT THE U.U INFO DESK 
■ THE ADS W IL  BE PICKED UP EACH 
DAY AT 10AM
Garnet & Comict- the largest 
selection of games for gamers 
New comics m every Friday morning 
Games People Play 1060 Broad St. 
546-8447
KEYS FOUND ON CHAPLIN LANE 
CALL 544-2456 AND IDENTIFY 
CALL EARLY PLEASE
L ^ tT n GAGEMENT RINGlin wm nt bthrm 
10/12or13 PItCall 7563387 REVWVRD
Attention EARN MONEY READING 
BOOKS' $32,000 year income poten­
tial Details (1) 602-836-8885 
Ext Bk8204
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16.040-$59.230/yr 
Now Hiring Call (1)805-687-6000 
Ext R-10081 for current federal list
LIVE IN VETERINARY TECHNICIAN Ans­
wer Phones After Hrs And Assisi 
Drs with Emergencises in Exchange 
for Free Apt & Utilities Also 10-15 
Hrs a wk Light Cleaning Duty Shar­
ed with 2nd Tech A ^ ly  a! Coast 
Vet Clinic 1060 Quintana MonoBay
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED 
VEHICLES from $100 Fords. Mercedes. 
Corvettes. Chevys Surplus Buyers 
Guide 1-602-838-8885 EXT A8204
Female roommate needed to share 
room $210/mo & utils 549-9620
AAA'BEST PRICED CONDOS & HOMES 
LISTED FREE INFORMATION PACKET 
AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL 
MARGUERITE CENTURY 21 541-3432
Business
Directory
»»UPON ADVERTISING
BROAD ST BIKES San Luis Obispo's
Mt Bike Specialists' 541-5878
LOOK FOR OUR MUSTANG COUPONS'
BURGER KING-We do it like you d 
do It at 981 f o o t h il l  Look for 
Our Mustang Daily Coupons'
CAMBRIA BICYCLE OUTFITTERS It s
always worth the dnve for the
best Mt Bikes and service*927-5510
SAN LUIS RESUME SERVICE
Laser prints fast service 
546-0844
SECOND EDITION COPY CENTER
Resume Service in the UU 756-2848
MASTERS THESES & MANUSCRIPTS
LINDA B L / ^  544-1305 466-0687
R4R WORD PROCESSING 544^2591
(RONA) Serving Cal Poly for 14yrs 
LASER PRINTER Sludt Rates By Appi
!
m4
Parents coming to visit this 
quarter? Find out how they can 
get 1 FREE night hotel accommod 
call 544-8225 Ask (or Melissa
Test taking seminar 
10-11 am Chase HalIRm 10 
Oct 24th 756-1256
y
MEW MEH 
MEM
r
AH A !  I  SEE W  .' ' lOU SEE Y4M'( MOST
UP Pounce on we . dm  ^ ' pmooe'I ¡ tigers dont
\ \ CWUOLlE ID
TMEWSEWES
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Former LA police officer speaks against racism
ByNsdytWUliams
S fH W rtff_______________
Says departments are riddled with violence
Violence is the best kept police 
secret, according to former Los 
Angeles Police Sgt. Don 
Jackson.
Nine years of experience on the 
LAPD have convinced Jackson 
that “ there is a civil rights 
backlash in this country — a 
racial crisis, if not a class crisis,“ 
he said.
“ Forty years of civil rights 
progress has been whittled down 
during the past eight years.“
Jackson spoke at the San Luis 
Obispo Grange Hall Saturday at 
a benefit luncheon for the county 
chapter of the American Civil 
Liberties Union.
He became well known to the 
general public because of a 
video-taped “ sting“ operation 
early this year, exposing police 
misconduct in Long Beach. As 
part of his presentation, Jackson 
showed the widely televised 
video of an assault by two on- 
duty police officers against him 
and a companion.
While on leave from his post as 
sergeant on the Hawthorne 
Police Department, Jackson, who 
is black, was alerted by white 
police officers in Long Beach 
that two members of their force 
were well-known for racially- 
motivated violence towards citi­
zens. Jackson and another black 
policeman drove down the street 
patrolled by the suspected of­
ficers one night in January of 
this year, carefully adhering to 
all traffic regulations.
A video camera in Jackson’s 
car plus another camera in an 
NBC news van followiing his car 
recorded the entire incident. His 
car was pulled over, and Jackson 
got out demanding to know the 
reason. The tape recorded Officer 
Mark Dickey shoving Jackson’s 
head through a large plate-glass 
window. His arm was twisted
behind his back, and the officer 
then slammed his face onto the 
patrol car hood three times.
“ 1 know well the daily threat of 
violence and danger that police 
officers face,” said Jackson. 
“ But we must never justify or 
commend abuses by police of­
ficers under pretense of enforcing 
the law.”
S ta tis t ic s  show  b la c k s , 
Hispanics and other minorities 
are far more likely to be vic­
timized, he said, but anyone can 
be a target.
Jackson showed several other
by police wielding sledge ham­
mers. No drugs were found in the 
raid, but every wall, window and 
piece of furniture had been 
smashed.
Jackson stressed that the 
video tapes only showed the 
milder cases of excessive force.
“ There have been far too many 
instances of fatal shootings of 
innocent people by the police,” 
he said. “ But does fear for one’s 
safety on the part of an officer 
excuse a mistake or poor judg­
ment?
“ Statistics show that working
use and even torture and sexual 
abuse of suspects.”
Many policemen and women 
are good officers, he said, but 
some are “ bankrupt in terms of 
ethics.” These officers should be 
either retrained or prosecuted 
and removed from the force.
“ Demanding accountability is 
not being anti-police,” he said.
For the present, there is rarely 
legal redress of grievances for a 
private citizen in a case against 
the police. Less than 3 percent of 
the fatal encounters involving 
police and private citizens in Los
There is a civil rights backlash in this 
country — a racial crisis, if not a 
class crisis. Forty years of civil 
rights progress has been whittled 
down during the past eight years.
— Don Jackson 
former LA police officer
videos docum enting police 
misconduct.
One video taken by a neighbor 
showed a 20-year-old white man 
in his front yard in Torrance 
feebly trying to get away from 
police who clubbed and choked 
him into unconsciousness. He 
said he had committed no crime. 
He just had a party.
Another tape showed police 
beating several Hispanic men 
who were seated outside their 
home. They had been drinking 
beer and talking loudly before 
police arrived.
Still another tape showed the 
destruction of four apartments
for Cal Trans or the fire depart­
ment is more dangerous than be­
ing a police officer,” he added. 
“ Yet so often our society will 
look the other way when an of­
ficer kills unjustifiably.”
Jackson experienced firsthand 
the “ closed system” of most 
police departments. Even in the 
face of blatant misconduct, there 
is a code of silence, tremendous 
peer pressure and actual policies 
to forbid revealing information, 
he said.
“ You’d  be aghast if you could 
actually see the misconduct,” he 
said. “ It ranges from raking off 
profits from drug raids, to drug
Angeles County result in pro­
secution of the officer, according 
to the district attorney’s office 
there, Jackson said.
The Police Misconduct Lawyer 
Referral Service is an organiza­
tion that Jackson works with to 
help victims obtain legal support. 
As one lawyer member wrote, “ It 
is standard practice to charge 
victims of police beatings with 
battery on an officer or resisting 
or obstructing an arrest. Such 
prosecutions are often based on 
fabricated police reports, used to 
cover up the real crime and to 
force the victim into a plea 
bargain in which he gives up his
right to sue the officer for dam­
ages.”
Jackson himself was, charged 
with obstructing an officer in the 
performance of his duty. The 
charges were dropfied on the day 
of the trial in the face of the 
videotaped evidence. A police 
review board is investigating the 
Long Beach incident, and the 
on-duty officer will go to trial 
Jan. 22 on charges of falsifying a 
police report and assault and 
battery.
Although Jackson may see 
justice done, he recommended at 
least five long-range changes to 
improve the situation.
First, he called for a Freedom 
of Information Act covering 
police activities.
Second, a structure for regional 
tracking of offending officers, 
traditionally moved from city to 
city to avoid detection.
Third, Jackson wants re­
education and retraining for 
police and less focus on combat- 
type training.
Fourth, he feels police should 
be personally held financially ac­
countable for the damage they 
might inflict on people and their 
property. As it stands now, the 
city pays for police misdeeds.
Last of all, he said there needs 
to be governmental apparatus to 
take away the state license of 
repeat offenders. Currently, only 
an officer’s own department can 
fire him or her.
In c on c l u s io n ,  J ackson  
reminded the audience of the 
magnitude of the problem. After 
the at tack on him, some 
members of the Lung Beach 
Police Department had T-shirts 
made with a drawing of the 
assault and the words “ LBPD — 
We Do Windows.”
Jackson himself was “ retired” 
from the Hawthorne Police 
Department in March for a 
“ disability” that he called 
“ hyper-sensitivity to racism.”
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